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1. Introduction
In this work, we present a novel peak-piloted deep network
(PPDN) that uses a sample with peak expression (easy sample)
to supervise the intermediate feature responses for a sample of
non-peak expression (hard sample) of the same type and from
the same subject. The expression evolving process from nonpeak expression to peak expression can thus be implicitly
embedded in the network to achieve the invariance to
expression intensities.

Fig1. Expression evolving process from
non-peak expression to peak expression

2. Motivation

3.1 Network Structure

4. Experiments
To evaluate the PPDN, we conduct extensive experiments on
two popular FER datasets: CK+ [1] and Oulu-CASIA [2]. To
further demonstrate that the PPDN generalizes to other
recognition tasks, we also evaluate its performance on face
recognition over the public Multi-PIE dataset [3] .

During training, PPDN takes the pair of peak and non-peak
expression images as input. After passing the pair through several
convolutional and fully-connected layers, the intermediate feature
maps can be obtained for peak and nonpeak expression images,
respectively. The L2-norm loss between these feature maps is
optimized for driving the features of the non-peak expression
image towards those of the peak expression image. The network
parameters can thus be updated by jointly optimizing the L2-norm
losses and the losses of recognizing two expression images.
During the back-propagation process, the Peak Gradient
Suppression (PGS) is utilized.

3.2 Network Optimization
p

It is usually difficult to capture critical and subtle expression details
from non-peak expression images, which can be hard to
distinguish across expressions. In principle, an mapping from nonpeak to peak expression could improve recognition.

Table1. Performance comparisons on six
facial expressions with four state-of-the-art
methods and the baseline on CK+
database.

Table2. Performance comparisons on six
facial expressions with UDCS method
and the baseline on Oulu-CASIA.

Table3. Performance comparison on CK+ when evaluating on three different test sets,
including “weak expression”, “peak expression” and “combined”, respectively.

Trable4. Performance comparison on Oulu-CASIA database when evaluating
on three different test sets, including “weak expression”, “peak expression”
and “combined”, respectively.

Table 5. Face recognition rates for various poses on Multi-PIE with some state of the arts.

Fig2. Examples of six facial expression samples, including
surprise, angry, happy, fear, sad and disgust. For each
subject, the peak and non-peak expressions are shown

Where ɤ is learning rate. The feature responses of the peak
expression image are suppressed in PGS.
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